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It seemed to me important that j>sychic and somatic development

should be traced contemporaneously, so closely are they related, and in the

six papei's printed in these Transactions for 1894 and 1895, an attcm))t.

was made to realize, to some extent, this ideal, but as m}' researches on

the brain were not completed till after the ])ublication of these investiga-

tions I thought it better not to attemjit to utilize them at the time. The
investigation bearing on the functional development of the cerebral cortex,

with special regard to the motor centres, extends to all the groups of

animals falling under my studies in )>sychic development, and is pre-

sented in the present volume of the Transactions, so that it is now
possible to deal with the most important part of the somatic correlation^

viz., with the brain. Xaturally I shall draw chiefly from the latter paper
and frem those on psA'chic development for the facts, etc., on which
reliance will be i»laced in attempting further ])rogress in regard to a

more complete correlation of the somatic with the j)sychic.

No attempt will be made in this pa}xn- to discuss somatic correlation

in general as that subject has been treated in the papere ]»reviously pub-
lished in these Transactions.

It would be quite correct to speak of the i-elations as anatomical

and physiological correlation, but as movements are so bound up with
the psychic developments of animals I think it will be more instructive

to consider the subject from this point of view, and in doing so the
psychic will be first taken into account.

I.

—

The Dog.

As soon as a puppy is born, it is capable of cries, crawling and suck-
ing, and if we except those concerned with the vital or vegetative func-
tions, these about cover all its po.s.sible movements. Uj) to the period
when the eyes open, there are no new movements. Every one of these
can be produced experimentally as reflexes, and the question is, are they
naturally of this character. They improve from day to day, but that is a
feature of alt reflexes, even the best organized (as swallowing) though it

has hardly been adequately recognized.
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Appointed out in my ]):i|)er on the functional development of the

cerebral cortex, the latter is absolutely inexcitahle at birth and for a good

many days after, indeed not till about the period of the opening of the

eyes, and as I find the white matter also inexcitahle at birth there seems

to he no other view i>o.ssihle of these movements than that they are reflex

and that when the brain is called into action parts lower than the cortex

or even the underlying medulla in the youngest puppies must function.

Nevertheless the animal at this period is ])rogres.sing, for the improve-

ment of these reflexes implies the more perfect organization of a neuro-

muscular mechanism whicli is probably availed of later in all voluntary

movements.

In adult life our own movements arc often carried out witli a ]>crfec-

tion in proportion to the degree in which they are reflex or according to

the facility with which higher centres use lower ones and thus economise

psychic energy.

Blit even so early as the twelfth to the fifteenth day new move-

ments are possible. The eyes have opened, the ears also, and both eyes

and ears move, rather reflexly at fii-st beyond doubt, but very soon the

puppy moves both eyes and eaix voluntarily at times, and still later he

fixes the eyes, which is clearly a voluntary act.

It is obvious that there is now an approach to walking (instead of

crawling). There are tail movements by the seventeenth day, and the

scratching reflex is excitable. The tail movements are at this period

almost certainly reflex. Voluntary movements of the tail do not seem to

be possible till a good deal later, which corresponds with the well-

established fact that the cortical centre for tail movements is not developed

till comparatively late.

The barking of the nineteenth day was probably a reflex, much

simpler than such as results later. At this stage puppies often bark in

their slee]>, not a common occurrence with mature dogs, though it does

take place in dreaming. By the twenty-third day the puppies stand with

the paws on the edges of the boards constituting the walls of Uieir pen.

This act may be reflex at times possibly, but on other occasions it is

clearly voluntary, and, as they try to get out, we are left in no doubt

that they are capable of willed movemeuts, so that by tins tune, and

probably before, there are undoubted voluntary movements, t'orrespond-

ing with this advance, I have found before the twentieth day very

distinct cortical localization for the limbs, head and face.

Later than this imjirovernent in I'efloxes is noticeab.e, but still moie

the rapid development of older and the introduction of new voluntary

movements, involving more and more complex co-ordinations, and from

the iisychic aspect the manifest possession of the power to use the

machinery of the nervous system and muscles in a way that implies the

existence of a growing intelligence and will
;
and the careful ob-servation
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of H litter of puppie.s, as shown in iny paper on the dog (these Trans-

actions, 1894), will impress both the pliysiologist and the })sychologist

with the rapidly increasing complexity of the life of a young dog, a com-

plexity in which reflex and voluntary movements, instincts, intelligence,

emotions and will blend in varying hut ever augmenting degrees of

intricacy, with all of which the rapidly developing cortex is correlated,

and, as 1 liave endeavoui*ed to show in earlier papers, there is a large

amount of somatic correlation over and above that of the brain, which

is constant as to period of develojiment, but with variations for indivi-

duals and breeds.

The rapidity of psychic ilevelopment of a terriei’ as compared with

a St. Bernard is very .striking, even within the fii-st six weeks of life, but

persists to maturit}*
;

and this, I have found, is correlated with a

decidedly slower functional develo])incnt of the cerebral cortex in the St.

Bernard
;
the difference in the motor co-ordinations in the latter and the

terrier is so striking within the tiist six or eight weeks of life as to he

ludicrous.

II.

—

The Cat. The Dog and the Cat Compared.

Xearly all that has been .said of the reflexes of the dog applies, of

eoni-se, to the cat. There are, however, as would be ex]>ected, some that

are peculiar to the cat. as hissing, which manifests itself at a surprisingly

early date in the kitten, long before the eyes open.

As jiointed out in my paper on the cat. there is a general and more
speedy development in this animal as com))ared with the dog, and this

holds even for reflexes, /. e.. they reach perfection more rapidly
;
in fact,

speaking generally, the cat develops faster than even the smaller

varieties of dogs as terriers.

By the si.xteenth day the kitten sjteeially observed by me licked its

paw. This, under the circumstances, can scarcely be regarded as a ]jure

n^fle.x ; certainly dogs do nothing comi)arahle to this at so early a date.

It also scratched its head with the hind leg on the .sixteenth day.

Whether this be regarded as voluntary or reflex, it indicates that the cat

is in advance of the dot?.

Nothing could better demonstrate the more rapid pyschic develop-
ment of the cat than the earlier date at which it steadily follows a
m»->ving object with the eyes or Axes them for some tiine on a stationary
one. In fact, the kitten does this at a time when it is still doubtful if

the puppy sees objects as such distinctly.

On the eighteenth day the kitten climbed up the side of its box and
tried to get out. Nothing comparable to this occurs in the puj)])y till a
good deal later. It may be said that the history of the cat during the first

six weeks of its life contrasts strongly with that of the dog as regards
the more i*apid development of reflex movements, the earliei’ appearance
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of voluntary niovemonts and the speedier perfection attained by each,
together with the more ready and complete utilization of experience, the
early intelligence, the strength of the will and the power of attention.

All this is correlated with that earlier development of the cerebral
cortex which I have shown occui-s in the cat, and there i.s probably a
greater difference than can be made manifest by our crude methods of
experiment.

A very marked feature in the psychic development of the cat is

the early appearance of the play instinct' and the [lerfection of the
fore-limb in carrying out the movements necessary for its manifesta-
tions. The cat has incomparably better use of the fore-limb at an
early ilate. I have recorded observations on play (with use of the
paws), as early as the twenty-second day, and, as is well known, the
kitten and the older cat have a variety and perfection of movement of
the fore-limbs never acquired by the dog. This is distinctly correlated

with brain development, for, as 1 have iminted out, movements of the

fore-limb are in the cat the first that can be induced by electrical excitation

of the cortex, and to this observation my experience leads me to believe

there are practically no exceptions, while the case is very different for the

dog. Some investigators have expressed the opinion that the fore-limb is

also the first to respond in the dog, l)Ut this does not accord entirely with

my experience. It has occasionally been so i»i the j)up])ies on which I

experimented, but in the large majority the liind-leg responded first.

.Mongrels and pure-bred animals of different varieties were us<id. 1 do not,

tbereforo, Udieve that the statement that the fbre-leg in the dog is always

the first to respond to electrical excitation can any longer be maintained

as a sound generalization
;
but it may be as 1 have suggested in my ])aj)er

on the brain that the truth is that sometimes the one and sometimes the

other limb is tbe first to react, and that large allowance must be jnade

in any general statement for individual and breed differences.

III.

—

The Eabbit.

Sucb a creatiu’e as the rabbit contra.sts in the most mark(‘d manner

with the dog and the cat.

A rabbit to the last is much more a creature of instincts and reflexes

j)ure and simple with relatively but little intelligence, all of which is in

harmony with its simple modes of existence. Its food is in the wild state

usually abundant, and as its esca])e from enemies is accomplished by

swiftness in flight or by taking refuge in its burrow, there is little in its

environment to develop intelligence. With the carnivora it is quite

otherwise. They obtain their food by cunning, stealth, stratagem—it

may be concerted action, as in the case of wolves, hyaenas, wild dogs, etc.

> The whole suljjecfc of play in animals is e.xhaustively treated by Dr. Karl (irons

in his “ Die Spiele der Thiere." Gustav Fischer, Jena, 1SD6.
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The ease with which reflex actions are excited on the very lirst daj’^

of existence in the rabbit is striking and remains a very distinct peculi-

arity
;
and on the same day the paws wore used to wipe away an otfend-

ing substance jilaced in the mouth. On the tliird day scratching of a

surface was observed, an act which has no small ])ai1 in the burrowing

life of rabbits. By the fifteenth day they eat, and from this date onwards

they progress rapidly to perfection of refle.x and voluntaiy action. The

early and rapid develop?uent of chewing or eating movements soon associ

ated with the use of the paws to hold footl contrasts in the most decided

way with the slowness of t he development of good eating movements in

the dog and still more so in the cat. The rabbit s cortex is inexcitable

till about the period of the opening of the eyes on the ninth to the

twelfth day, and the movements in which the head and face parts

are concerned can be induced by electrical stimulation about this

time, it is to be specially noted that these movements can he produced

in the rabbit experimentally almost as soon as those of the fore-limb, in

fact, I question whether in some cases at least they are not excitable

earlier and with greater facility, i. e., with a weaker current. AVith the

hind-legs the case is altogether ditferenl ; in fact, my investigations would

lead me to infer that the hind-legs are never related to the cortex in the

same Avay as the fore-limbs. In no case have I been able to establish to

my satisfaction the existence of a cortical centre for the hind-legs of the

same nature (to put the matter cautiously) us those for the fore limbs,,

head, face, etc. The relation between the early and all but simultaneous

development of the cortical centre for the fore-limbs and head (and

face) parts and the physiological and psychic manifestations of the young
rabbit afford one of the most lieautiful and striking illustrations of

correlation known to me.

• IV.—Tmk ('avy oh Guinea-ITo.

The cavy comes into the world able to take care of itself. It can in

a few houi’S. if not at once, run about quite well. eat. etc. It is at the

outset as far on in the path of development as a rabbit some days after

its eyes open, though in the end there is little <litterence between these

two rodents [ihysically or otherwise.

Corres])onfling with this advanced [)hysiological and psychic develop-

ment, the cortex is, as I have shown, excitable at or soon after birth, ,so

that hero again there is rendered evident by experiment a close correla-

tion of the kind considered throughout this pa]>er.

V,— Biuns,

One learns how large a proportion of the ]ios.sibilities, physiological
if not psychic, in the pigeon are not dependent on the cerebral cortex, or
even the entire cerebrum, by ablation of the latter. Movements, thomdi
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not sj»ontaiieous, are nearly as perfect afterwards as before, and much
li"ht is tlirown on the nature of reflexes,

I liave, after careful investigation, been unable to tiud any motor
•cortical centres whatever. The whole cerebral cortex appears to be

ah.solutely inexcitable. except, [)erliaps, as concerns certain eye move-

ments. and as for these a strong stimulus is required, it is doubtful if

they are of cortical origin in the usual sense of the term.

Nevertheless, unless we deny the existence of voluntary movements
to the bird—an extreme position—we are landed in physiological diffi-

culties, inasmuch as it has been a.ssumed b}' nearly all ]ihysiologists that

th(‘ cortex is essential to voluntary movements. The case of the bird

seems to me to show that we have much to learn as to the nervous

mechanism of voluntary movements, notwithstanding all the investiga-

tion that has been given to this subject.

CONCLUSIO.VS.

In the dog and the cat there is a ]»eriod extending from birth to

about the time of the opening of the eyes characterized by reflex move-

ments, the sway of instincts and the absence of intelligence. Jturing

this time the cerebral cortex is ine.xcitable by electrical stimulation, so

that the psychic condition during the blind ])ei‘iod is correlated with an

undevelojied state of the motor centres of the cortex of the cerebrum.

The advance in movements, tirst of the limbs and later of the head and

face parts, together with the ])sychic progress associated with this is

correlated with the ra])id development of the cortical centres for the

limbs in the first instance, and later for the head and face in the ])eriod

immediately following the blind stage.

This is more rapid and more pronounced in the cal than in the dog.

and is correlated with the greatei- control in the cat over the fore-limbs

and with certain physiological and ])sychic developments chai’acteristic

of the cut.

Similar conclu.sions apply to the rabbit, except that the difference in

the rapidity of development of head and face movements is correlated

with an earlier organization of the corresponding cortical centres, and

that thei’C is a greater ditierence between the fore-limb and the hind-

limb, with all of which there are special psychic conrlations bound up

with certain peculiarities of the rabbit’s modes of life.

The vast difference in physiological and psychic development of the

cavy at birth is correlated with the presence of cortical cerebral centres

readily excited by artificial stimuli, centres which in a few days reach a

practically perfect stale of develojjment.

The psychic manifestations of the ])igeon and the fowl have not the

same sort of cerebral cortical correlates as the animals refen-ed to above.


